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COTTON AND ITS FUTURE.-AN OPPORTUNITY FOR IN
VENTION 

The International Exhibition to be opened at Atlanta, 
Georgia, October 5, will not inaugurate a new industrial era 
for the South, as some have assumed, but will rather serve 
to convince the world that such an era is already well ad
vanced. 

The enterprise begau with tbe cotton interest, and wali at 
tirst promoted for the especial furtherance of the industries 
which immediately turn upon tbe production and manufac
ture of tbe South's cbief staple. That the scope of the ex
hibition has been widened to take in all tbe industries and 
re,'Ources of the Cotton States ig botb natural and encourag· 
ing; for while cotlon is the leading interest, its prosperity 
must nccessari Iy give life and energy to all the rest, and at 
tbe same time whatever forwards the general development 
of tbe natural and industrial capabilities of the South must 
react beneficially upon the cotton interest. 

An immediate effect of the Exbibition is likely to be a 
gl'eat increase of knowledge among capitalists touching the 
opportunities which the South affords for profitable invest· 
ments. But of still greater value prohably will be tbe les
sons learned by Southern cultivators with respect to means 
and methods of increasing the productiveness of tbeir fields 
and the money value of their crops. Until recently tbe 
agricultural processess and appliances of the Soutbern 
planters have not been remarkable for economy and effici
ency; nnd even yet the liberal adoption of modern labor-sav
ing machinery is the exception rather than the rule in the 
South. It is true tbat in the aggregate tbe products of tbe 
Cotton States are enormous in quantity and in money value. 
The world is well aware of that. But not so many are 
aware that probahly not a hundredth part of the productive 
capacity of tbe eOllntry bas ever been developed. 

RECIPROCATING HAND COTTON PICKER. 

culture, this sta tement does not adequately represent them. 
Witbout any stipulation as to improved culture Mr. Atkinson 
has estimated that one-tenth of the cotton area of Texas 
might yield as much cottou as the entire South now produces. 

Tbere is no ground for fear that the cotton market can be 
permanently glutted, provided t he cost of the increased pro· 
duct can be kept sufficiently low. Not one in the hundred 
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REVOLVING SPINDLE--HAND COTTON PICKER. 

of the population of the world ha� yet been reached by 
machine-made cottons, and the chief obstacle to the rest 
being made tributary to our cotton fields and cotton mills is 
a paltry fraction of a cent, perbaps, in the cost of a yard of 
cloth. The lowering of the cost of cotton to the cultivator, 
and the consequent extension of the area under profitable 
cultivation, can be brought about only by increasing the 
efficiency of tbe laborer and the productiveness of the soil. , 
The first is being rapidly done by tbe introduction of im' l 
proved cultivato"s, and the latter by the employment of 
fertilizers, by cleaner and more efficient metbods 
of collecting and handling the fiber, by more thor
oughly utilizing the hitherto waste products, and by 
the introduction of economical and effective reme
dies for the destructive cotton worm and similar pests:; 
for example, by the use of pyrethrum solution, as recommend-
ed by Prof. Riley in au other column of this paper. 

' 

Perhaps the most promising field of effort-at any rate the 
one in which successful effort would yield tbe highest 
results-is in the development of some practicable and, 
economical method of gathering the l

'
int by machinery. A' 

device which should do for cotton picking what Whitney's 
gin did for the work of freeing cotton lint from the seed 
would give an incalculable impEtus to the extension of  
cotton culture. The demand for such an invention is urgent, 
increasingly urgent. It is doubtful wbether any phase of 
agricultural labor needs the aid of the inventor so badly, or 

I promises so ricb a return for successful effort. Alr�ady a , 
crop amounting in value to three or four hundred million 

, dollars is every year made difficult to secure, and subjected 
i to serious bazard and no inconsiderable loss, tbrough lack or 
I efficient harvesting machinery; and any rapid increase in the 

"rop is prevented by the lack of laborers at the critical 
-cason. laborers whose unattainable services might be dis

: pcnsed with were it possible to relegate the work of gather-l ing the cotton, in allY considerable degree, to machin· 
ery. 

For the past five years the cotton crop has averaged I
' As an illustration of what has already been accomplished 

nearly five million bales, and last year it approached six in tbe direction of mechanical �i�s to cotton picking, we 

million bales; yet not more than two or three acres in every, sbow on the front page of thiS Issue of the SCIENTIl<'IC 
hundred available for cotton have been under CUltivation, AMERICAN a dozen or more patented devices for use in the 
and on the land cultivated the yield has not been half as cotton field. How far any of them meets the requirements 

much in quantity or anything neal' as valuable as it might of the case we are not prepared to say. That nOlle of them 
have been. During the census year the cotton acreage was is entirely satisfactory would appeal: probable from the 

14,441,993 acres; the yield was 5,737,257 bales, 01' an average single fact that cotton is still picked by unaided human fin· 

of 4 bales (of 475 pounds) to ten acres. Under proper culti· gers. 
vation and handling a bale to the acre is common, and two The appliance shown in Fig. 1 was patented by Mr. 
bales to the acre not uncommon. In his preliminary report William J. LynCh, of Old Town, Ark., and is designed to 
on the cotton cro;), Special Census Agent Hilgard remarks assist the cotton picker in snpporting his body while st.oop
that even with the imperfect tillage 
and incomplete picking of the crop 
now prevailing in the Yazoo bottom 
(between tbe Mississippi River and 
tbe Yazuo, in tbe State of Mississippi), 
the average product per acre is over 
three quarters of a bale. Estimating 
the lands reclaimable hy simple exclu
sion of the Mississippi overflows at only 
3,000,000 acres, thc annual pl'odU<�t 
could readily be raised to 2,250,000 
bales, without any change in methods of 
culture, on the Yazoo bottom alone. 
With improved cultivation, he says, the 
production could easily be brought up 
to 5,000,000 bales, and thus, with a 
similar improvement in tbe culture of 
the uplands, the State of Mississippi 
could easily produce the entire crop of 
tthe United States. He adds, in a foot 
note, tbat, so far from overestimating 
the possibilities within reach of careful lOU.ArIO OOTTON lICKER, 
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ing in the act of picking cotton. thus relieving the legs of 
weight that would otherwise come upon them. This rlevice 
consists of two wooden staffs having foot rests pivoted at 
the bottom and provided witb adjustable slides near the top, 
which are connected with a waist belt worn by the picker. 
The slides are provided with a clamp connected with the 
waist belt, so that when the staffs are thrown outward by 
the pressure of the knees the clamps bind the staffs and sup
port the waist belt at t.hat point. 

The cotton harvester shown in Fig. 2 consists of a wagon 
having a straight body open at the top, and provided with a 

I 
number of transverse stretched wires, over which the stalks 
of the plants are struck in such a way as to loosen the cotton 
from the bolls, when it falls into the wagon box. This is 
the invention of Mr. D. C. Hubbard, of Point Coupee Parish, 
La. 

The cotton harvester shown in Fig. 3 is provided with a 
large picker cylinder covered with a close surface of bristles, 
forming a complete bristles brush face extending the entire 
length of tbe cylinder. This picker cylinder is revolved by 
connection with one of tbe drive wheels as the machine is 
drawn along over the rows of cotton plants. The bristles 
seize the ripe cotton from the pod without drawing out the 
unripe cotton or injuring the cotton or plants. 

The machine is provided with a reel in front which bends 
down the cotton plants toward the face of the brush. There 
is a cleaning cylinder behind that draws the cotton from the 
picker cylinder and deposits it in the box at the rear of the 
machine. All of the rotating parts receive their motion 
from one of the supporting wheels of the machine. This 
invention was patented in 1872, by Mr. O. P. Meyers, of 
Canton, Ohio. 

A machine, in some respects resembling that of Mr. 
Meyers, is shown in Fig. 4. In this machine there are four 

ENDLESS CHAIN COTTON PICKERS. 

vertical brushes, arranged in two pairs; one pair on each 
side of the row of cotton plants. These brushes remove the 
cotton from the boll and carry it into the receptacles ar
ranged on either side of the machine. The brushes revolve 
against combs arranged along the vertical edges of the open
ings in which the b rushes revolve. This machine is the in
vention of Mr. Thomas P. Moores, of Milliken's Bend, La. It 
was patented in 1880. 

The principle of the macbine represented in Fig. 5 Is 
quite different from those above described. In this picker, 
series of barbed flexible rods are pushed down into the cotton 
plants in alternation, each in its ascent removing the cotton 

from the other,beingassisted by brushes 
arranged along the edges of the vibra
ting arms. The cotton is carried from 
the tops of the arms by endless bands 
and delivered to a receptacle at the rear 
of the machine. This picker was pa
tented in 1877, by Mr. Orren R. Smith, 
of Raleigh, N. C. 

The cotton harvester shown in Fig. 
6 operates by air pressure, the neces
sary vacul).m being created by a hori
zontal fan driven by the supporting 
wheels of the machine. A series o� 
shells or curved hoops loosen tbe cot tori 
from the bolls, the hoops being in
closed by a hood, from which the 
cotton is drawn by the fan, and dis
Charged into the wire cloth receptacle 
at the rear of tbe machine, the cotton 
being retained while the air is al
lowed free escape through tbe meshes 
of the wire cloth. Tbis machine WW$ 
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patented in 1877, by Mr. F. Van Dorn, of Basking Ridge, An Electrical Sheathing Cor Shlptl. Britain, 9'73; Sweden, 7'39; France, 6'58; Belgium, 6'07; 
N. J. It has long been known that zinc, when in contact with Switzerland, 6'00; Holland, 4'47; Italy, 3 76; Bavaria, 3'42; 

In Fig. 7 we represent an electric cotton picker, patented iron, onl.v preserved it from corrosion. A year ago Mr. J. Prussia, 3'06; Austria, 2'61. The result i s  i n  accordance 
by Mr. Robert F. Cooke, o(Brooklyn, N. Y., in 1870. In J. Atkinson and Mr. C. F. Henwood, of London, taking with that we know of the mean age of the deceased in the 
this machine two endless rubber belts, an·anged vertically advantage of this fact, patented a sy�tem of sheathing by same countries. 
on opposite sides of the machine, are excited electric[\lly means of a solder chemically combining atoms of zinc and ------.. _, ........... -<1 .. _-----

I b ·  . t d b I tl·n. About three monthc ago a steam .vacht was subJ'ected HoW" Po�tage StaJnps are Made by friction, the cotton p ant emg aglta e y a ree , or 0 

otherwi3e, when the ripe cotton, being disengaged from the to the process. The zinc sh .. :.Os were attached to the iron by The number of ordinary postage stamps issued in 18'81 
bolls, is attracted by the electrified belt, by which it is car- a dynamo machine, at spots about 9 inches apart, the con- was 954,128,440, and value $24,040,643. The method of 
ried upward. It is disengaged at the top, and falls into a nection being easily made by the melted solder. The iron printing postage stamps is as follows: The printing is done 
receptacle placed between the two belts. below was left quite naked, so that there might be nothing from steel plates, on which two hutldred stamps are engraved, 

Fig. 8 shows a hand cotton picker, patented in 1867, by to intercept the galvanic action. After a cruise of about and the paper used is of a peculiar texture, somewhat resem
Mr. Joseph E. Carver, of Bridgewater, Mass. This inven· 5,000 miles the vessel is reported as perfectly clean, while bling that employed for bank notes. Two men cover the 
tion'consists in a reciprocating tongue provided with teeth the iron belo'w the zinc was absolutely wi',hout a trace of plates with the colored inks and pass them to a man and a 
and fitted to an oblong box carrying a sack at its rear end. corrosion. The attachments formed by the solder were also girl, who print them with large rolling hand presses. Three 
The box is provided with an elastic plate baving spines, and so strong that in no place were they affected by an accident of these little squads are employed all the time, although 
when the tongue is reciprocated by the handle it takes the which the vessel met with. Experiments have proved that ten presses can be put in operation, if necessary. The colors 
cotton from the boll, and, by moving it forward by a succes- the wear of the zinc amounts to between 2 ounces a�d 3 ounces 

I used in the inks are ultramarine blue, Prussian blue, chrome 
sion of ,steps, carries it into the box, from which it finally per square foot per annum, so that 20 ounces of zmc should 

I 
yellow and Pruss ian blue (green), vermilion, and carmine. 

drops into the sack. last at that rate from six to nine years. The solder is the I After the sheets of paper on which the two hundred stamps 
In Figs. 9 and 10 is shown a hand cotton picker, which is last to wear away,. it being a much less negative metal than i are engraved have heen dried, they are sent into another 

remarkable for its simplicity and cheapness. It consists of the zinc. 
.. ,.. • ! room and gummed. The gum used is made of the powder 

gloves provided with wire hooks inclining backward toward I of dried potatoes and other vegetables mixed with water. 
the wrist, and a brush worn upon the waistband over the PREVENTING SHIPS FROM SINKING. i Gum arabic is not desirable, because it cracks the paper 
bag or other receptacle intended to receive the cotton. A recent modification of the application of the air bag I badly. The sheets are gummed separately, they are placed 

The ripe cotton is readily removed from the bolls by method of preventing ships from sinldng, or assisting in back upward upon a flat wooden support, the edges being 
means of the wire hooks, and it is removed from the hooks that when an accident causes a serious leak, is illustrated by prot.ected by a metallic frame, and the gum is applied with 
by passing them over the brush. Figure 10 is an enlarged the annexed engraving, as designed by R. G. Sayers, of Lon-' a wide brush. After having been again dried, this time on 
view of one of the fingers of the glove. This invention was don, England. little racks, which are fanned by steam power for ahout an 
patented in 1876, byMr. R. A. Cutliff, of Shreveport, La. ! If the ship has sprung a leak or been otherwise damaged, hour, they are put in between sheets of pa,tehoard, and 

A form of hand cotton picker, employing an endless and is expected to go down, each of the flexible bags is pressed between hydraulic presses, capable of applying a 
chain carrying barbs, is shown in Figures 11 and 12, Figure weight of two thousand tons. The sheets are next cut in 
12 being a detail view of the stripper. In this device the halves; each sheet, of course, when cut, contains a hundred 
endless toothed chain is driven by a sprocket wheel, and in stamps. This is done by a girl with a large pair of shears, 
turn drives a pair of winged wheels or strippers which re- b • cutting by hand being preferred to that of machinery, which 
move from the chain the cotton picked from the bolls by A •. : method would destroy too many stumps. 'l'hey are then 
the teeth, and allow it to fall into the bag attached to the passed to the perforating machine. The perforations between 
under side of the apparatus. This invention was patented the stamps are effected by passing the sheets between 
in 1866, by Mr. George A. Howe, of Brooklyn, N. Y. two cylinders provided with a series of raised bands which 

Figure 13 represeats a pneumatic picker applied by hand, are adjusted to a distance apart equal to that required between 
the hose being connected with a fixed exhaust fan or pump. the rows of perforations. Each ring on the upper cylinder 
This is one of several similar inventions patented by Mr. has a series of cylindrical projections which fit corresponding 
John Griffin, of Louisville, Ky. The patent was issued in depressions in the bands of the lower cylinder; by these the 
1866 . perforations are punched ont, and by a simple contrivance 

The hand picker shown in Figures 14, 15, and 16 consists the sheet is detached from the cylinders in which it h as been 
of a rotating spindle, having a crank by means of which it conducted by an endless band. The rows running longi-
may be turned. The spindle is moistened continuously, so tudinally of the paper are first made, and then by a similar 
that when thrust into a cotton boll the cotton will adhere machine the transverse ones. This perforating machine 
and wind upon tbe spindle as the latter is revolved. When was invented and patented by a Mr. Arthur, in 1�52, and 
the spindle is full it is placed over a basket, and a board- was purchased by the government for $20,000. The sheets 
called by the inventor a "shedding board "-is moved out- are next dressed once more, and then packed and labeled 
ward along the four guide pins, and pushes off the ball of and ,towed away in anotber room, preparatory to being put 
cotton. up in mail bags for dispatching to fulfill orders. If a single 

In the engraving Fig. 14 is an end elevation, Fig. 15 a c: stamp is torn, or in any way mutilated, the whole sheet of 
plan view, and Fig. 16 is a face view, showing the shed- 0 one hundred is burned. Five hundred thousand are burned 
ding board with handles in the ends. This invention was every week from this cause. The sheets are counted no 
patented in 1879, by Mr. T. W. Ham, of Frosa, Texas. less than eleven times during the process of manufacturing, 

For those of our readers who may be interested in this and so great is the care taken in counting, that not a single 
problem, and yet unfamiliar with the conditions under sheet has been lost dnring the past twenty years. 
which a mechanical cotton picker must be operated, a few filled wl'th a'r as . kl as p 'bl th . E dt The postage stamp would seem to be only a humdrum 

. _ I 
I qUlC Y OSSl e, e WlIlg, ,an s ay, words :Wlth re.rere.nce to the growth of cotton and the man- F, being fixed in the position shown in the engraving; the sort of article, which fulfills a very useful, but withal ex· 

ner of ItS c�ltlvatlOn m�! not,?e out of pl�ce . bar, B, is lowered into the grooves provided for that purpoi'e tremely prosaic, purpose. Yet we learn from the Chicago 
As the hlgh bush or 

.,
tree cotton .whlCh produces the in the fixed bar, A, and is secured to the ship's sides by Intel'-Ocean that it can be made a delicate and subtle medium 

long staple" sea· islands cotton furTllshes but a sm�ll pa.rt two or more bolts, b. The end of the rope, J, having been of delightful flirtation Qr romantic love, when skillt'ully 
of th: cro?, we �lay assume that the pickin� maclune wlll passed thr�ugh the hole in the ship's side and over the pulley, manipulated by the sender of a letter and intelligently in
be pnmarIly deslgned for the upland cotton fields. In these K to one of the ordinary winches or windlasses or to a winch terpreted by the receiver, who by one swift glance at the 
the cotton bush grows from two to four feet high, the more p;ovided for the purpose the bag is thrown �verboard and stamp may instantly learn, from the manner of its affixture, 
common height being under three feet. 'l'he branches hauled down into the wat�r into the position shown. These whether to expect bliss or misery from the contents of the 
spread like those of an apple tree in miniature, and the cot- 0 t' 't " d b f d" ht . t inclosed missive. The explanation of the whole matter, as 

. . . pera lOns, 1 IS sal , may e per orme III elg een mmu es . ' " . . ton bolls are dIstributed about the lImbs somewhat as .apples from the time of the disaster, therefore no vessel need sink glven by the In tel'- Ocean, IS as follows: Some mgemous per-
are on a sparsely· bearing tree. The green bolls, whlCh are at sea in future. The wing, E, and stay, F, serve to pre- sons have given a meaning to the location of a postage stamp 
an inch or so in diameter, expand and burst at maturity, vent the bag from chafing against the ship's side in case of I on a letter. For example, they say that when a stamp is in· 
exposing the snowy fiber for which the plan� is cultivated, a rough sea. Each bag with its apparatus being indepen- I ver

.
ted on t.he righ: hand upper corner it means the person 

the bolls on the lower branches u�ually maturmg first. The dent of the others several of them can be filled and hauled wntten to IS to wnte no more. If the stamp be placed on the 
bolla are supported by foot stalks from two to four inches down at the same 

'
time according to the ntlTllber of hands left hand upper corner and inverted, then the writer declares 

long, and for the most part grow near the outer ends of the ' his affection for the receiver of the letter. When the stamp employed. limbs. A pull of about one ounce suffices to draw the lint 
4 '., • is in the center at the top, it signifies an affirmative answer 

from the ripe pods. In gathering the lint it is needful to to a question, or the question, as the case may be; and when it 
keep it free from leaves, stems, or fragments of the shell of Longevity In Europe. is at the bottom, or opposite this, it is a negative. Should the 
the pods, all of which goes by the name of "trash," and M. De Solaville analyzes in the Revue Bcientijique the stamp be on the right hand corner, at a right angle, it asks 
impairs the value of the fiber. results of recent European censuses by ages, and the regis- the question if the receiver of the letter loves the sender; 

The plants are set in rows, from two to seven feet apart, ter of deaths also by ages. If we strike a mean of the cen· while in the left hand corner means that the writer hates the 
according to the quality of the soil, and are thinned out in sus from 1869 to 1872, we find that Europe (exclusive of other. There is a shade of difference between desiring one's 
the rows so that the plants are from two to four feet apart. Russia, Turkey, and some small Southern states) possessed acquaintance and friendship, foJ' example: The stamp at 
In the extrt'me south the bolls begin to bl:lrst as early as the in 1870 a mean population of 242,940,376, classed as follows the upper corner on the right expresses the former, and on 
irst of July; further north, the picking begins a month or from the point of view of advanced ages: 17,313,715 of the lower left hand corner means the latter. The learned 
two later_ The picking continues at intervals or continu- more than 60 years, 79,859 of more than 90, and 3,108 of in this language request their correspondents to accept their 
ously according to the thrift and energy of the farmer until more than 100 years; i. e., 1 inhabitant in 12 of more than love by placing the stamp on a line with the surname, and 
winter sets in or the crop is all gathered. 60, 1 in 2,669 of more than 90, and 1 in 62,503 of more than the response is made, if the party addressed be engaged, by 

The more serious obstacles to mechanical picking arise 100. Women, M. Solaville finds, are more numerous in placing the stamp in the same place but reversing it. Tha 
from the irregular height, and spacing of the plants; the ir· extreme old age than men, and the difference increases with writer may wish to say farewell to his sweeth eart. or vice 
regularity in the maturing of the bolls; the necessity of the age. Thns at 60 years the ad vantage is with the women vena, and does so by placing the stamp straight up and 
avoiding injury to the plants in the earlier gatherings; the in the proportion of 7 per cent, at 90 and above it rises to down in the left hand comer. And so on to the end of the 
difficulty of withdrawing the ripe lint without admixture 45, and with centenarians to 60 per 100. It is in France chapter." There are in the world about six thomand varieties 
with husks, stems, and broken leaves. that we find the greatest relative number of inhabitants at of stRmps. The museum at Berlin contains between foor and 

The problem is a complicated one, yet it small laloud for the age of 60 and upwards; but it is not so for centenarians, five thousand specimens, half of which are from Europe, 
solution and promises a liberal reward to any who shall of which France has less than all the other states of Europe and the rest are from Asia, Africa, America, and Australia. 
solve it wholly or in part. If comparatively simple and in- except Belgium, Denmark, and Switzerland. From a caleu- Among the many kinds of decoration which have belln 
expensive, the successful ma.chine will bring a speedy for- lation of deaths by ages the result is reached that, to the used on stamps are coat·of-arms, stars, eagles, lions, the 
tune to the inventor, prosperity to thousands of small plant- total deaths, those at the age of 90 and upward bore the fol- effigies of five emperors, eighteen kings, three queens, one 
ers, occupation for multitudes of mills, and cheaper clothing lowing proportions to the countries named, and arranged I grand duke, several titled rulers of less rank, and many 
for half the world. according to the decreasing order of importance: Great presidents. 
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